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Ours is a racist Constitution. Despite its soaring language, it was founded on slavery and a commitment to racial inequality. This vision is etched in the constitutional text, from the notorious Three-Fifths Clause to the equally repugnant Fugitive Slave Clause. And despite the Civil War and the Reconstruction Amendments, the Constitution retains these vestiges of slavery in its fabric. After 230 years, it is time to remove these troubling provisions from the Constitution. This Essay offers a radical departure from prior constitutional practice. Instead of appending yet another amendment that would simply require readers to ignore the offending language, this Essay proposes a constitutional amendment that excises these words from the text. While this amendment would not abridge, enlarge, or modify any substantive rights, it would generate a document that further distances the United States from its racist past and better reflects this present moment in the journey to form a more perfect Union.
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INTRODUCTION

Ours is a racist Constitution. Despite its soaring language, it was founded on slavery and a commitment to racial inequality. This vision is etched in the constitutional text, from the notorious Three-Fifths Clause to the equally repugnant Fugitive Slave Clause. And despite the Civil War and the Reconstruction Amendments, the Constitution retains these vestiges of slavery in its fabric. This is the document we reference as lawyers and celebrate as Americans. It is the document we share as inspiration with other countries. After 230 years, it is time to remove these troubling provisions from the Constitution.

1 See generally DERRICK BELL, FACES AT THE BOTTOM OF THE WELL: THE PERMANENCE OF RACISM (1992) (discussing how provisions in the Constitution supported slavery and protected slave owners); DONALD E. LIVELY, THE CONSTITUTION AND RACE (1992) (examining the influence of race in the Constitution's framing, ratification, and development); Juan Williams, The Survival of Racism Under the Constitution, 34 WM. & MARY L. REV. 7, 31 (1992) (“Instead of citing the Bill of Rights’ protections as a theoretical construct for individual Americans’ liberties, we should bring the Bill of Rights to life as the basis of resolving the central dilemma in American history—racial inequality.”).

2 See U.S. CONST. art. I, § 2, cl. 3.

3 Id. art. IV, § 2, cl. 3.


6 The Declaration of Independence shares the same racist origins. While Thomas Jefferson’s initial draft denounced slavery, this section was eventually removed. See GARRY WILLS, INVENTING AMERICA: JEFFERSON’S DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE 66, 89 (2d ed. 2018). The final text does not explicitly address slavery. But even Justice Taney, who wrote the majority opinion in Dred Scott v. Sanford, pointed out the hypocrisy of the Declaration’s affirmation of human equality:

But it is too clear for dispute that the enslaved African race were not intended to be included, and formed no part of the people who framed and adopted this declaration; for if the language, as understood in that day, would embrace them, the conduct of the distinguished men who framed the Declaration of Independence would have been utterly and flagrantly inconsistent with the principles they asserted; and instead of the
This Essay offers a radical departure from prior constitutional practice. Instead of appending yet another amendment that would simply require readers to ignore the offending language, this Essay proposes a constitutional amendment that excises these words from the text. While this amendment would not abridge, enlarge, or modify any substantive or procedural rights, it would generate a document that further distances the United States from its racist past and better reflects its journey to form a more perfect Union.

I. A RACIST CONSTITUTION

The U.S. Constitution reflects compromise. It represents a middle ground between the Federalists and Anti-Federalists. It offers concessions between large and small states. It conveys agreement between anti-slavery and pro-slavery factions. While compromise can be celebrated, it can also

sympathy of mankind, to which they so confidently appealed, they would have deserved and received universal rebuke and reprobation.


8 Cf. U.S. CONST. pmbl. (“We the People of the United States, in Order to form a more perfect Union . . . .”).

“mean[] to accept less than some ideal.”\textsuperscript{10} In the Constitution, that ideal was the principle of racial equality and human dignity.

While the Constitution never uses the words “slave” or “slavery,” the shadows of these malignant words inhabit its text.\textsuperscript{11} Four constitutional provisions reflect a legal architecture that treats Black people as property. Two of these provisions are substantive, and two are procedural.

Article I, Section 2, Clause 3 is the notorious Three-Fifths Clause.\textsuperscript{12} This provision is used to determine the number of congressional representatives apportioned to a state as well as its corresponding tax obligations. Free persons, including those bound to service for a term of years, were included in the calculation of state populations. In contrast, slaves would be calculated as three-fifths of a person.\textsuperscript{13} Native Americans who were not taxed would not be included in these calculations. While the Three-Fifths Clause did not directly affect the rights of slaves, it served as clear evidence of their inequality. The Clause also had a profound impact on the power structure in Congress by providing slave states disproportionate political influence in the House for decades.\textsuperscript{14} Because of this, the slave states were even less inclined to end slavery.

Article IV, Section 2, Clause 3 represents the Fugitive Slave Clause.\textsuperscript{15} It provides that any person who escapes from servitude and flees to another

---

\textsuperscript{10} Owen Fiss, Against Settlement, 93 YALE L.J. 1073, 1086 (1984).

\textsuperscript{11} DON E. FEHRENBACKER, THE SLAVEHOLDING REPUBLIC: AN ACCOUNT OF THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT’S RELATIONS TO SLAVERY 44 (Ward M. McAfee ed., 2001).


\textsuperscript{13} While this Essay uses the word “slave,” it acknowledges the complexity of the word and the validity of other terms, such as “enslaved person.” See Katy Waldman, Slave or Enslaved Person? It’s Not Just an Academic Debate for Historians of American Slavery, SLATE (May 19, 2015, 6:00 AM), https://slate.com/human-interest/2015/05/historians-debate-whether-to-use-the-term-slave-or-enslaved-person.html [https://perma.cc/XRM4-WQPJ]; Eric Zorn, Column, Language Matters: The Shift From “Slave” to “Enslaved Person” May Be Difficult, But It’s Important, CHI. TRIB. (Sept. 6, 2019, 4:17 PM), https://www.chicagotribune.com/columns/eric-zorn/ct-column-slave-enslaved-language-people-first-debate-zorn-20190906-audkntyararfjimpz6uk7hbvy-story.html [https://perma.cc/8HPR-VN6U].


state may not gain their freedom. Instead, that person must be returned to the custody of their owner. This clause was used on countless occasions to perpetuate slavery. Individuals who had escaped from bondage by crossing state lines were subject to capture and returned to slavery. Those who aided such efforts were subject to civil or even criminal liability. While there was some resistance to its application, this pernicious clause made anti-slavery states and the federal government complicit in slavery. This complicity even extended to the Supreme Court.

Article I, Section 9, Clause 1 limited the ability of Congress to adopt legislation prohibiting the migration or importation of slaves until 1808. Congress drafted around this restriction in 1803, when it adopted An Act to Prevent the Importation of Certain Persons into Certain States, Where, by the Laws Thereof, Their Admission is Prohibited. This statute was adopted at the request of the slave states, which were concerned with the rise of free people of color in the United States and viewed the successful slave rebellion in Haiti with trepidation. Four years later, Congress took a more significant step with

---

16 U.S. CONST. art. IV, § 2, cl. 3.
17 See, e.g., Wright v. Deacon, 5 Serg. & Rawle 62, 64 (Pa. 1819) (ordering that an escaped slave be returned to Maryland).
18 See, e.g., Giltner v. Gorham, 10 F. Cas. 424, 432 (C.C.D. Mich. 1848) (No. 5,453) ("Under this provision this action has been brought; and if the jury shall believe that the defendants, or any part of them, aiding and assisting in the rescue, as before stated, the jury will find the whole of the defendants, or a part of them guilty, as the facts may authorize."). See generally STEVEN LUBET, FUGITIVE JUSTICE: RUNAWAYS, RESCUERS, AND SLAVERY ON TRIAL 1 (2010) (discussing how cases implicating the Fugitive Slave Clause "contributed greatly to the growing discord between the free and slave states").
21 U.S. CONST. art. I, § 9, cl. 1. However, Congress was authorized to impose a tax or duty on the importation of slaves, but this could not exceed ten dollars per person. Id.
22 An Act to Prevent the Importation of Certain Persons into Certain States, Where, by the Laws Thereof, Their Admission is Prohibited, ch. 10, 2 Stat. 205 (1807).
the Act to Prohibit the Importation of Slaves Into Any Port or Place Within the Jurisdiction of the United States.24 While the statute was drafted to end the slave trade in the United States, the practice of slavery remained legal.25

Finally, Article V addresses the process for constitutional amendments.26 These amendments can be proposed for state ratification by a two-thirds vote in both Houses.27 Alternatively, amendments can be proposed through a constitutional convention called by a two-thirds vote of the states.28 Either process then requires approval by three-fourths of the states. Reflecting one of the central compromises to the Constitution, Article V prohibited any amendment to Article I, Section 9, Clause 1 until 1808.29 Working in tandem, these provisions ensured that the slave trade would remain legal in the United States for at least twenty years.

Following the Civil War, the Reconstruction Amendments were adopted. The Thirteenth Amendment was adopted to affirm the military victory at war’s end by abolishing slavery and involuntary servitude in the United States.30 It also ended the relevance of the Fugitive Slave Clause. The Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments ended the significance of the Three-

24 An Act to Prohibit the Importation of Slaves into any Port or Place Within the Jurisdiction of the United States, ch. 22, 2 Stat. 426 (1807).
26 U.S. Const. art. V. Some scholars suggest constitutional change would still be possible even in the absence of the amendment mechanism. See, e.g., David A. Strauss, The Irrelevance of Constitutional Amendments, 114 Harv. L. Rev. 1457, 1458 (2001) (“[T]hrough most of our history, the amendment process has not been an important means of constitutional change. The Constitution, in practice, changes in many ways—but not because a supermajority makes a discrete, self-conscious decision to amend its text.”).
27 U.S. Const. art. V.
28 Id.
29 Article V also prohibited any amendment to Article I, Section 9, Clause 4 until 1808. This section provides that “[n]o Capitation, or other direct, Tax shall be laid, unless in Proportion to the Census or Enumeration herein before directed to be taken.” U.S. Const. art. I, § 9, cl. 4; see also id. art. V (c“[N]o Amendment which may be made prior to the Year One thousand eight hundred and eight shall in any Manner affect the first and fourth Clauses in the Ninth Section of the first Article . . . .”). The adoption of the Sixteenth Amendment superseded this provision. U.S. Const. amend. XVI (“The Congress shall have power to lay and collect taxes on incomes, from whatever source derived . . . .”).
30 See U.S. Const. amend. XIII; see also Alexander Tsesis, The Thirteenth Amendment and American Freedom: A Legal History (2004) (discussing the effects of the Thirteenth Amendment and its relevance today); cf. Jack M. Balkin & Sanford Levinson, The Dangerous Thirteenth Amendment, 112 Colum. L. Rev. 1459, 1460 (2012) (“One of the ironies of the U.S. Constitution is that although it was clearly designed to accommodate the interests of slaveholding states, the word ‘slavery’ first appears in the Constitution in the Thirteenth Amendment, which claims to abolish slavery forever.”).
Fifths Clause. However, the Reconstruction Amendments did not remove either clause from the constitutional text. Accordingly, these provisions remain part of the Constitution even though they have been drained of their legal meaning.

While slavery and segregation have ended, the Black community continues to struggle against oppression as it confronts structural racism. Other people of color share a similar fate. The regime of structural racism—where public and private norms, rules, and institutions reinforce and perpetuate racial inequality—survived the civil rights battles of the 1960s and has continued into this century. Unlike its predecessors, which lived openly in law, structural racism is pernicious because it hides in plain sight, even within the pillars of the legal system. It does not require animus. Yet, it still bestows privilege to whiteness and burden to color. Structural racism traces its origins to a racist Constitution.

31 U.S. CONST. amends. XIV, XV; see Elk v. Wilkins, 112 U.S. 94, 102 (1884) (finding the Fourteenth Amendment had abrogated the Three-Fifths Clause). See generally ERIC FONER, THE SECOND FOUNDING: HOW THE CIVIL WAR AND RECONSTRUCTION REMADE THE CONSTITUTION (2019) (noting how the Reconstruction Amendments were meant to provide African Americans with equal citizenship).


II. A PROPOSAL TO AMEND THE U.S. CONSTITUTION

Constitutional change has been a topic of deep reflection by scholars, but only one method has been used in the United States.\(^{36}\) Since the adoption of the Bill of Rights, amendments have been added sequentially to the Constitution. The appendative model has been used twenty-seven times.\(^{37}\) These amendments have created new rights, clarified existing text, and even negated some provisions of the Constitution.\(^{38}\) But these amendments have not changed the actual wording of the Constitution. The integrative model provides a different method of constitutional change.\(^{39}\) Instead of simply appending a new amendment sequentially to the existing list, these amendments would also make substantive changes to the wording of the Constitution. This would achieve what James Madison described as a “uniform and entire” Constitution.\(^{40}\)

The Constitution does not require the use of the appendative model. Pursuant to Article V, an approved amendment “shall be valid to all Intents and Purposes, as Part of this Constitution . . . .”\(^{41}\) During debate surrounding the ratification of the Bill of Rights, delegates discussed whether to follow the appendative model or integrative model.\(^{42}\) Advocates of the integrative model argued the Constitution should function as a cohesive document and

\(^{36}\) See generally RESPONDING TO IMPERFECTION: THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT (Sanford Levinson ed., 1995) (discussing the various methods by which constitutional change occurs); \(^1\) BRUCE ACKERMAN, WE THE PEOPLE: FOUNDATIONS (1993) (exploring the intellectual and philosophical foundations of the Constitution). See also JOHN R. VILE, ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENTS, PROPOSED AMENDMENTS, AND AMENDING ISSUES, 1789–2015 (4th ed. 2015) (describing all the proposed constitutional amendments); RICHARD B. BERNSTEIN & JEROME AGEL, AMENDING AMERICA: IF WE LOVE THE CONSTITUTION SO MUCH, WHY DO WE KEEP TRYING TO CHANGE IT? (1993) (chronicling efforts to amend the Constitution).


\(^{38}\) See, e.g., U.S. CONST. amend. XVIII (establishing prohibition of alcohol); id. amend. XIX (prohibiting the denial of voting rights on the basis of sex); id. amend. XXI (repealing the Eighteenth Amendment).

\(^{39}\) ALBERT, supra note 37, at 230, 236-38.


\(^{41}\) U.S. CONST. art. V.

\(^{42}\) Edward Hartnett, A Uniform and Entire’ Constitution: Or, What If Madison Had Won?, 15 CONST. COMMENT. 251, 252-58 (1998); see also Kenneth R. Bowling, ’A Tub to the Whale’: The Founding Fathers and Adoption of the Federal Bill of Rights, 8 J. EARLY REPUBLIC 213, 218-19, 238-242 (discussing the debate over various ways of amending the Constitution).
Amending a Racist Constitution

not appear “like a careless written letter.” Critics asserted such an approach would cause the Constitution to appear as a patchwork quilt, “resembling Joseph’s coat of many colors.” While the delegates ultimately decided to follow the appendative model, this was a political compromise and not a legal decision. Article V indicates that a properly ratified amendment is assimilated into the Constitution and becomes part of that document. This can also be accomplished through the integrative model.

A proposed Twenty-Ninth Amendment would remove the vestiges of slavery from the Constitution. Substantively, it would remove the Three-Fifths Clause and the Fugitive Slave Clause from the constitutional text. Procedurally, it would follow the process for constitutional amendment contained in Article V. It would begin in Congress, with a two-thirds vote in both Houses proposing the amendment. Alternatively, Article V indicates that two-thirds of the states can propose a constitutional convention for

---

44 Id. at 714 (statement of Rep. James Jackson).
46 U.S. CONST. art. V.
47 Hartnett, supra note 42, at 284-99 (depicting how the integrative model would be used to address constitutional amendments).
48 Because the Equal Rights Amendment (“ERA”) may still be adopted as the Twenty-Eighth Amendment, this Essay titles its proposal as the Twenty-Ninth Amendment in solidarity. The ERA was proposed by Congress to ensure gender equality attained constitutional status. See generally Martha F. Davis, The Equal Rights Amendment: Then and Now, 17 COLUM. J. GENDER & L. 419 (2008) (chronicling the history of the ERA); Barbara A. Brown, Thomas I. Emerson, Gail Falk & Ann E. Freedman, The Equal Rights Amendment: A Constitutional Basis for Equal Rights for Women, 80 YALE L.J. 871 (1971) (arguing for the necessity of the ERA in ensuring equal legal status for women). The ERA has received the approval of thirty-eight states. However, its status remains unresolved because the time for ratification has long expired. Legislative proposals call on Congress to remove the original ratification deadline, thereby allowing the ERA to enter into force. See Sheryl Gay Stolberg, House Votes to Extend Deadline to R Ratify Equal Rights Amendment, N.Y. TIMES (Feb. 13, 2020), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/13/us/politics/equal-rights-amendment.html [https://perma.cc/Z7Az-JG53] (“House Democrats on Thursday moved to enshrine the decades-old Equal Rights Amendment into the Constitution . . . .”).
49 U.S. CONST. art. V.
considering amendments.\textsuperscript{50} Either approach would then require approval by three-fourths of the states.

\textit{Twenty-Ninth Amendment}

Proposing an amendment to the Constitution of the United States that removes the vestiges of slavery.

\textit{Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled (two-thirds of each House concurring therein),}

That the following revisions shall be made to the Constitution of the United States, which shall be valid when ratified by the legislatures of three-fourths of the several States:

\textbf{Section 1.}

The following revisions are made to Article I, Section 2, Clause 3 of the Constitution of the United States.

Representatives and direct Taxes shall be apportioned among the several States which may be included within this Union, according to their respective Numbers, which shall be determined by adding to the whole Number of \textit{free Persons}, \text{including those bound to Service for a Term of Years}, and \text{excluding Indians not taxed}, three-fifths of all \textit{other Persons}. The actual Enumeration shall be made within three Years after the first Meeting of the Congress of the United States, and within every subsequent Term of ten Years, in such Manner as they shall by Law direct. The Number of Representatives shall not exceed one for every thirty Thousand, but each state shall have at least one Representative; and until such enumeration shall be made, the State of New Hampshire shall be entitled to chuse [sic] three, Massachusetts eight, Rhode-Island and Providence Plantations one, Connecticut five, New-York six, New Jersey four, Pennsylvania eight, Delaware one, Maryland six, Virginia ten, North Carolina five, South Carolina five, and Georgia three.

\textsuperscript{50} \textit{Id.}
Section 2.

Article I, Section 9, Clause 1 of the Constitution of the United States is hereby deleted.

The Migration and Importation of such Persons as any of the States now existing shall think proper to admit, shall not be prohibited by the Congress prior to the Year one thousand eight hundred and eight, but a Tax or duty may be imposed on such Importation, not exceeding ten dollars for each Person.

Section 3.

Article IV, Section 2, Clause 3 of the Constitution of the United States is hereby deleted.

No Person held to Service or Labour in one State, under the Laws thereof, escaping into another, shall, in Consequence of any Law or Regulation therein, be discharged from such Service or Labour, but shall be delivered up on Claim of the Party to whom such Service or Labour may be due.

Section 4.

The following revisions are made to Article V of the Constitution of the United States.

The Congress, whenever two thirds of both Houses shall deem it necessary, shall propose Amendments to this Constitution, or, on the Application of the Legislatures of two thirds of the several States, shall call a Convention for proposing Amendments, which, in either Case, shall be valid to all Intents and Purposes, as Part of this Constitution, when ratified by the Legislatures of three fourths of the several States, or by Conventions in three fourths thereof, as the one or the other Mode of Ratification may be proposed by the Congress; Provided that no Amendment which may be made prior to the Year One thousand eight hundred and eight shall in any Manner affect the first and fourth Clauses in the Ninth Section of the first Article; and that no State, without its Consent, shall be deprived of its equal Suffrage in the Senate.
Section 5.

This amendment shall not abridge, enlarge, or modify any rights, benefits, or obligations, substantive or procedural. It shall not affect the interpretation of any other constitutional provision or amendment.

* * *

These changes to the Constitution would require no further conforming edits. There are no relevant cross-references. There is no added text. The Constitution’s overall structure would remain unchanged. Moreover, these amendments would not affect existing law. Rather, they would directly address the legacy of slavery that remains in the Constitution. Accordingly, the adoption of the Twenty-Ninth Amendment would not raise the concerns that might exist if more substantive changes were proposed.

III. CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGE AS ANTI-RACISM

The Constitution was drafted so that the words “slave” and “slavery” never appeared in its text. As James Madison argued during the constitutional convention, it would be “wrong to admit in the Constitution the idea that there could be property in men.” The Twenty-Ninth Amendment would remove the original traces of this idea from the Constitution.


52 The provision in Article I, Section 2, Clause 3 regarding the apportionment of direct taxes could also be eliminated. While this provision does not implicate the racial justice considerations that motivate the Twenty-Ninth Amendment, it was also made functionally irrelevant by the Fourteenth Amendment. Hartnett, supra note 42, at 274.


In addition, this proposal would remove any possibility that these provisions could be used in the future. Constitutional law is ultimately about constitutional interpretation. While the Three-Fifths Clause and the Fugitive Slave Clause are universally condemned today, the future is uncertain. By remaining in the constitutional text, future courts are given the opportunity to reinterpret and resuscitate them. The Twenty-Ninth Amendment would end this potential threat.

As revealed by the 2020 racial justice movement, silence is complicity in racism. The Reconstruction Amendments were essential to ending the institution of slavery, but they did not remove the remaining “badges and incidents” of slavery from the Constitution. To stay silent and maintain the constitutional status quo is to perpetuate the legacy of racism. Until the Constitution is excised of the Three-Fifths Clause and the Fugitive Slave Clause, it will remain a racist document. The adoption of the Twenty-Ninth Amendment would thus serve as an anti-racist act and perhaps signal the start of the next Reconstruction.

In recent years, the call for slavery reparations has been growing. While financial compensation is most commonly discussed as a modern response to

57 See IBRAHIM X. KENDI, HOW TO BE AN ANTIRACIST 18 (2019) (“There is no such thing as a nonracist or race-neutral policy.”).
slavery, reparations can encompass other acts. These can include apologies, memorials, educational programs, and days of remembrance. Indeed, non-monetary reparations can be particularly valuable when the passage of time makes it more difficult to assign modern responsibility for past harms. Symbolic reparations are also valuable when the number of victims make financial calculations overwhelming, and the depth of suffering make any compensation meaningless. The Twenty-Ninth Amendment can thus serve as a healing and restorative act.

There are other revisions worth making to the Constitution. For example, the Thirteenth Amendment allows for involuntary servitude if imposed as a form of criminal punishment. This provision should be stricken. The Constitution reflects other forms of inequality such as its use

61 See A. Mechele Dickerson, Designing Slavery Reparations: Lessons from Complex Litigation, 98 TEX. L. REV. 1255, 1255 n.12 (2020) ("Reparations include . . . apologies, commissions, legislation, and cash payments to groups or individuals.").

62 See REDRESS FOR HISTORICAL INJUSTICES IN THE UNITED STATES: ON REPARATIONS FOR SLAVERY, JIM CROW, AND THEIR LEGACIES 5 (Michael T. Martin & Marilyn Yaguito eds., 2007) (delineating three categories of reparations, "which, broadly defined, are 'capital transfer,' 'skill transfer,' and 'power sharing'.") See generally ROY L. BROOKS, ATONEMENT AND FORGIVENESS: A NEW MODEL FOR BLACK REPARATIONS (2004) (chronicling the various forms of the Black redress movement).

63 See Thomas Craemer, Estimating Slavery Reparations: Present Value Comparisons of Historical Multigenerational Reparations Policies, 96 SOC. SCI. Q. 639, 640 (2015) ("With regard to reparations, the uncertainty associated with the passage of time is viewed as a major obstacle."); Eric A. Posner & Adrian Vermeule, Reparations for Slavery and Other Historical Injustices, 103 COLUM. L. REV. 689, 727-732 (2003) (considering alternative reparations models to cash payments, such as affirmative action and apologies).


of gendered pronouns. These should be revised. Perhaps this proposal will serve to inspire changes to other racist elements in federal law. It is remarkable that several civil rights statutes continue to use “white citizens” as the standard for assessing equality. Section 1981 of Title 42, which addresses equal rights under the law, provides that:

All persons within the jurisdiction of the United States shall have the same right in every State and Territory to make and enforce contracts, to sue, be parties, give evidence, and to the full and equal benefit of all laws and proceedings for the security of persons and property as is enjoyed by white citizens.

Section 1982, which addresses property rights, contains similar language that refers to the rights “enjoyed by white citizens.” Because these statutes were adopted as part of the Civil Rights Act of 1866, it is not surprising that whiteness would be the standard for assessing equal treatment. Yet today, this language is unnecessary. It also serves as a stark reminder of both white privilege and the burden of color. These statutes could be amended by simply striking the phrase “as is enjoyed by white citizens.”

69 In Comcast Corp. v. National Ass’n of African American-Owned Media, the Supreme Court cited these statutes and their treatment of “white citizens” as the benchmark for equality. 140 S. Ct. 1009, 1015 (2020). This reflects how structural racism functions within the highest levels of the legal system without any pause or reflection.
71 42 U.S.C. § 1982 (“All citizens of the United States shall have the same right, in every State and Territory, as is enjoyed by white citizens thereof to inherit, purchase, lease, sell, hold, and convey real and personal property.”) (emphasis added).
CONCLUSION

Since 1789, there has been a moral reckoning on the horizon of history. Each step in America’s journey to racial equality and human dignity reflects this moral reckoning. And yet, the horizon of history still beckons. Unlike the removal of Confederate monuments and symbols, the Twenty-Ninth Amendment does not represent damnatio memoriae—it is not a condemnation of memory. The original language of the Constitution will always exist in our history. The Twenty-Ninth Amendment represents nova creatio ex memoria—the creation of new memory.

It is often said that slavery is America’s original sin. But if America was born in original sin, its current citizens need not suffer from the crimes of their founding fathers. The Twenty-Ninth Amendment—which would remove the racial ink stains written into the constitutional text—offers a deeply meaningful and symbolic step toward modernity.

74 See Alex Zhang, Essay, Damnatio Memoriae and Black Lives Matter, 73 STAN. L. REV. ONLINE 77, 78 (2020) (“Damnatio memoriae... [was a] Roman legal practice [which] involved the erasure of public figures... from all public memory by negating their presence in monuments, statues, and records.”).

75 Some legal scholars argue the appendative model offers a more accurate description of history than the integrative model. See, e.g., ALBERT, supra note 37, at 244 (arguing that the appendative model makes the Constitution “a public record of a country’s many mistakes”); Akhil Reed Amar, Architexture, 77 IND. L.J. 671, 686 (2002) (describing how appendative amendments reflect a Constitution that remains a work in progress).

76 See Letter from Thomas Jefferson to Samuel Kercheval (July 12, 1816), in THE LIFE AND SELECTED WRITINGS OF THOMAS JEFFERSON 673, 675 (Adrienne Koch & William Peden eds. 1944) (“It is for the peace and good of mankind, that a solemn opportunity of doing this every nineteen or twenty years, should be provided by the Constitution; so that it may be handed on, with periodical repairs, from generation to generation, to the end of time, if anything human can so long endure.”).